In this paper, we propose an effective coarse-to-fine algorithm to detect text in video. Firstly, in coarse-detection section, stroke filter is employed to detect all candidate stroke pixels, and then a fast region growing method is developed to connect these pixels into regions which are further separated into candidate text lines by projection operation. Secondly, in fine-detection section, correct text regions are selected from candidate ones by support vector machine (SVM) model and stroke features, and text regions in multi-resolution are integrated. Finally, the result is optimized significantly according to temporal correlation information. Experimental results show that our algorithm achieves real-time performance and is robust for the variation of language, font, size, color and noise of text caused by low frame resolution in video.
INTRODUCTION
In recent years, videos on webs and in databases are increasing with a fast speed. It is difficult for the users to quickly find their interested content in enormous quantity of video databases. Text in video frames carries important information which is a very compact and accurate clue for video summarization and retrieval.
The role of video text detection is to find and locate the text regions in images and video frames. Existing text detection algorithm can be classified into four kinds: color and connected component based algorithm [1] [2] , edge and texture based algorithm [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] , video temporal information based algorithm [10] , and stroke based algorithm [11] [12] . Edge and texture based algorithm is most popular and stroke based algorithm is the latest. Although a lot of algorithms have been developed, they are all still far away from practical application. Fast and robust algorithms for text detection under various conditions need to be further investigated. First, better filter is needed for text localization. Second, better features are needed for text identification. Third, temporal correlation information need to be deeper developed for video text detection. Finally, fast speed is needed for real-time application.
In this paper, we try to find more effective and fast algorithm to detect text in video. Our algorithm flow chart is shown in Fig. 1 . We detect video text in a coarse-to-fine scheme. To realize fast performance, a fast region growing method is proposed to locate candidate text regions in coarse-detection section. To better characterize text, stroke features are extracted from candidate regions and then put into SVM model for region identification in the finedetection section. Temporal correlation information is also used for optimization. It contributes a lot to both the speed and the precision. 
VIDEO TEXT DETECTION

Stroke Pixels Detection
In Liu's work [11] [12] , he proposes a novel stroke filter, and discusses the relationship between stroke filter and other filters. Theory and experiments proves that stroke filter is better for text localization. We employ his quick stoke filter [12] to obtain stroke map (see Fig. 2(a) ), as the first step of our algorithm.
Text Region Localization
To localize text region, [12] uses connected components analysis (CCA) which is not stable enough because too many rules have to be defined. [7] uses a slide window to localize candidate regions. But the size of the window and its step of shifting affect the performance to a large extent, and they are hard to specify in different kinds of videos. A text line is made up of a 'cluster' of text strokes. None but 'dense' stroke pixels can construct a text region and the isolated candidate pixels are often noises. To obtain candidate text region, [9] proposes a 'density-based' region growing method, which achieves better result than morphological operations such as 'close' operation. A pixel P will be labeled as high-density pixel if the percentage of candidate pixels in its neighborhood is larger than the threshold TD. Unfortunately, this method is region-sizesensitive and time consuming. We improve the method and propose a fast region growing algorithm which is also stable. The stroke density map (SDM) is calculated according to Eq. (1) . In this equation, ( , ) Dens x y denotes SDM, w and h denote that the region size is (2 1) (2 1) w h , and ( , ) R x y denotes the stroke map.
In order to realize region-size-insensitive localization, Eq. (1) is performed by the following steps. 1) Obtain temp map one (TM1) according to stroke map: the starting pixel of each row is calculated according to Eq. (2), and the other pixels following the starting pixel of each row are calculated according to Eq. (3). 2) Obtain temp map two (TM2) according to TM1: the starting pixel of each array is calculated according to Eq. (4), and the other pixels following the starting pixel of each array are calculated according to Eq. (5). 3) Obtain SDM according to TM2: every pixel is calculated according to Eq. (6).
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2( , ) (2 1)(2 1) Dens x y Tm x y w h (6) Our fast region growing algorithm is region-sizeinsensitive, and needs only 4 times of "add" operation for each pixel. By comparison, if the region size is 13 13 , method in [9] needs 13 13 1 168 times of "add" operations which is much more than ours'. The fast speed guarantees the real-time performance of our whole algorithm. The threshold TD is calculated according to Eq. (7) , where N is the size of the SDM and k is a parameter which is set as 0.35 experientially. Then TD is restricted from 20 to 40, to make sure it is not too big or too small. If the density of candidate pixel P is bigger than TD, we label it as high-density pixel. After this step, high-density pixels often converge into some regions (see Fig. 2(a) and (b) ). 
To separate text regions into candidate text line, we make use of projection information. If the width of the region is bigger than its height, we calculate its horizontal projection and separate it into sub horizontal lines. Otherwise, we calculate its vertical projection and separate it into sub vertical lines. Text localization result is shown in Fig. 2(c) . In this paper, we don't consider text which is too small to be recognized (the height is smaller than 9 pixels). 
Text Region Identification
Sometimes, false text line is detected because of line structure which is similar with stroke. To fine correct text line from candidate ones, features and classifier are both very important. In the following, stroke features and SVM classifier are used to finish this job.
In most of previous works, features are extracted from the maps which are obtained by edge filters or texture filters. These features don't really consider the intrinsic characteristics of text. Text has its own stroke pattern. It contains some character strokes that form a text line in special rules. So we extract stroke features from stroke maps. Four kinds of stroke features are extracted as follows:
1) Stroke moment features: Compared with background, text region has different stroke density moment distribution. In our work, the mean, second-order and thirdorder central moments are extracted from stroke map.
2) Histogram of the stroke illumination and stroke directions: Illumination histogram is quantized into 8 bins. For text region, the contrast between stroke pixels and background pixels should be large. So the distributions of illumination should be like an arc. The beginning bin and the ending bin of the histogram should be larger than the center bins. Stroke direction histogram is quantized into 4 bins, indicating four directions of the stroke: horizontal, vertical and diagonal. The direction of each pixel can be obtained in the process of getting stroke map (see [12] ).
3) Color distribution of strokes: We binarize the stroke map using region local Ostu [13] threshold. All the highlighted pixels in the binarized stroke map can be clustered into two classes: pixels on the strokes and pixels between strokes. After unsupervised color clustering, we can obtain the color distance of two classes and the color variances of each class. The class with more pixels is considered to be stroke pixels. The rate of text pixels and non-text pixels is also one feature. 4) Histogram of stroke length: In the binarized stroke map, we calculate the length of strokes and obtain a 5 bins' histogram. For text region, the length of strokes should be similar. So the distribution of stroke length histogram should be like an arc. The beginning bin and the ending bin should be smaller than the center bins. If not, for example, the beginning bin is very large, it may be non-text region.
All the stroke features mentioned above make up a 3+12+4+5=24 dimensions vector for each candidate text region. This vector is put into SVM classifier to classify it into two classes: text region and non-text region.
SVM is easier to train, needs fewer training samples and has better generalization ability. It is very effective for text identification [9] . Considering the limited number of training sample, we use SVM classifier in our work. The SVM model was trained off-line on a dataset consisting of 1000 text and 2000 non-text labeled samples.
Some false detection regions are discarded by SVM classifier (see Fig. 2(c) and (d) ).
Multi-resolution Integration
To detect text with different size, Liu in [12] uses different scaled stroke filter. But stroke filter is time consuming when the stroke scale is large. In addition, stroke in different scale may affect each other. For example, small text and large text are detected in one candidate region which is hard to process.
In order to save time, we use only the minimum scale of stroke filter in different scaled initial images. In order to minimize the effect between different scales of texts, we use similar technique used in [6] . If text is detected in the first scale image, this region is masked in the second region. This way is also time-saving.
Temporal Correlation Based Optimization
For video text detection, temporal correlation information is very important. Text region always stays several seconds. So we choose two frames from one second for text detection, which is enough for temporal correlation. Here NF means the number of frames a text region stays. By checking NF, we can eliminate those text regions that are transitory or have already been detected in the previous frames, and only accept text regions whose NF is more than 2. We realize it in following steps.
For a new text region, we set its NF as 1. If the overlapped area of two text region in two connective frames is larger than 80 percent of each area of them, we compare the two regions according to Eq. (8 and 9). In Eq. (8), ( , ) i cor P x y means the value of the pixel (x,y) at frame i in channel cor of color RGB. , i CorDist x y means the color distance at the position of (x,y) between frame i and i+1. In Eq. (9), OR means the overlap area. ( , ) i R x y is the value of pixel (x,y) in frame i in the stroke map. It means the weight of the distance. Highlighted pixels on the stroke map should provide larger contribution to the distance between two regions (
RegDist is smaller than a threshold (15 in this paper), we consider the two regions have the same text content. The one with larger SVM probability to be text is chosen as the text area, and its NF adds 1. 
If NF of a text region is bigger than 2, it means that this text region stays more than one seconds and we consider it as a stable region. In this case, we compare it with the same region of next frame directly before detecting text in that frame, thus speed up the processing time.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Our experiments were conducted at a personal computer with P4 3.4Ghz processor and 1G main memory. Three languages of test video clips are used: English, Chinese, and Japanese. These video clips are all captured from TV or downloaded in internet, including news, advertisements, movies, entertainment, talk show and so on. They are converted to the format of MPEG-1 with resolution of 352 288 . 1.5 hours of video clips are used for setting experimental thresholds and SVM training. Another 3 hours of video clips are used for testing. Fig. 3 and 4 illustrates some of the detection results. In Fig. 3 , texts with different languages, fonts, sizes, colors, contrast are well detected. In Fig. 4 , texts are embedded in complex background containing branches, lines, or other objects full of edges and texture. Though our algorithm works well in complex cases, sometimes it may have false detection, which is mainly caused by background object with stroke-like structure. Detection missing is mainly caused by text with special font whose strokes are not bar like, or text with only one single letter or digit character.
Based on the idea of performance evaluation in [9] , we use recall rate and precision rate to evaluate our algorithm (shown in Table 1 ). For Chinese, the recall rate is lower than the other three. That's because the strokes of some complex Chinese characters are very dense due to the low video resolution, and may be missed by stroke filter.
Contrarily, for English and Japanese, the strokes of the character are always sparser, and can be detected easily. The speed of our algorithm is very fast. It can process 33.7 frames per second. In our program, we choose two frames from one second for text detection. It means that our program can process 33.7/2=17 seconds' video per second. This speed guarantees that application is real-time.
We compare our algorithm with Ye's work [9] (see Table 2 ). In his work, wavelet features are used for text detection. For the same test video clips, our approach is much better, especially in respect of the speed and the precision rate.
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, a coarse-to-fine video text detection algorithm is proposed, which is fast and robust. Stroke filter is employed to obtain stroke map. The fast region growing method guarantees both the speed and the good result of our whole algorithm. Stroke features, which represent the intrinsic characteristic of text, are extracted for text identification. Temporal correlation information based optimization also contributes to the performance significantly. In our future work, we will focus on video text segmentation and develop an integrated system for fast and robust video text detection, segmentation and recognition. 
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